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Abstract : Forests have played an important role in the resource-based socio-economic development of Malaysia. In
,**+, the export value of wood and wood-based products was RM +..- billion or ..- per cent of the country’s total
export value and accounted for -.. per cent of GDP. Employment created in the forestry sector totaled --1,*** jobs.
This paper provides the background to the development of both forestry and the forest-based industries in
Malaysia. It also examines the steps that are being taken to ensure that the forests are managed on a sustainable
basis. The move towards forest and timber certiﬁcation is also highlighted. The successful development of the
forestry sector through various industrial master plans and relevant forest policies and legislation is also discussed.
As the forest resource is fast depleting, forest plantations will become the main source of timber supply in the near
future. Natural forests will increasingly be managed more for environmental and ecological services rather than for
timber supply.
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Overview of forest policy trends in Malaysia

Malaysia was formed in +30- and consists of three
regions, namely, Peninsula Malaysia (composed of ++
Federated Malay States which achieved independence
from the British government in +3/1), Sarawak and
Sabah. Since then, three separate bodies have determined Malaysia’s forest policy : (a) Peninsular Malaysia
Forestry Department in Kuala Lumpur, (b) the Forestry
Department Sabah and (c) the Forestry Department
Sarawak.
Under Article 1. (,) of the Malaysian Constitution,
forestry is a state matter, and as such, the thirteen state
governments have complete jurisdiction over their
forest resources. Each state is empowered to enact laws
on forestry and to formulate forestry policy independently. The federal government only provides technical
advice and assistance on forest management, training,
the conduct of research, and in the maintenance of experimental and demonstration stations. Nonetheless, a
close relationship between the states and federal government is essential regarding all land and forestry issues.
+. + National Forest Policy
In Peninsular Malaysia an Interim Forestry Policy was
ﬁrst formulated in +3/, and o$cially adopted as the
National Forestry Policy (NFP) in +312. In Sarawak, the
Sarawak Forest Ordinance +3/. provides the necessary
legal framework, while in Sabah, the Sabah Forest Enactment +302 provides the legal backing to ensure the
implementation of state forest policy.
Although the forest policies of Peninsular Malaysia,
Sarawak and Sabah have developed independently of
each other, they nevertheless share many similarities.
They all include provision for the creation of permanent
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forests for protective and production purposes. The
policies also state that forest resources can be harvested
for export purposes. The importance of long term planning and security of tenure is also emphasized in the three
forest policies. They also provide for the promotion of
“thorough and economical utilization of forest produce
on land not included in the forest estate, prior to the
alienation of such land” (Radzuan, +31/).
The similarities in the forest policy of the three
regions are not accidental, as the colonial master of the
three regions often transferred forest o$cers between
the di#erent states. However, in the interpretation and
implementation of the respective forest policies, many
di#erences become apparent. One glaring example is the
setting of royalty rates for timber species. The rate for
ramin is only RM ++ per m- in Pahang (which happens to
be a major producer of ramin), whereas the rate is RM 22
per m- in the neighboring state of Negeri Sembilan.
With the formation of Malaysia in +30-, there was a
need to unify the forest policies of the three regions. As
a result, the National Forestry Council (NFC) was established in December +31+ by the National Land Council
(NLC) to facilitate the adoption of a coordinated and
common approach to forestry issues, including the
planned, rational and e#ective management and utilization of forest resources. The NFC membership comprises the Chief Minister of each of the thirteen states
and is chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister. The responsibility for implementing the decisions of the NFC
lies with the state governments unless the matter falls
under the authority of the federal government.
As a result of the NFC agenda, an Interim Forest
Policy of +31, was formulated which laid the basis for
the +312 National Forestry Policy (covering all the three
regions, Peninsula Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak).
This National Forest Policy recognizes “the vital role
of forests for the welfare of the community and national
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economy through their multiple uses”. The policy also
forms “a basis for close co-operation among state and
federal governments, in the proper and e#ective management of forests and utilization of forest resources”
(FDPM, +312), as land management in Malaysia is a state
matter.
Recognizing the dire need to rationalize land use
policies in relation to the conservation of forest resources and their management on a sustainable basis, a
National Forestry Policy (NFP) for Peninsular Malaysia
was formulated and approved for implementation in
+312. The NFP is implemented through the National
Forestry Act of +32..
Key aspects of NFP are : ῌ To dedicate areas of forest land as Permanent Forest
Estate (PFE) ;
ῌ To manage the PFE with the objective of maximizing social, economic and environmental beneﬁts in
accordance with the principles of sound forest management ;
ῌ To pursue a programme of forest development
through regeneration and rehabilitation operations ;
ῌ To ensure thorough and e$cient utilization of forest
resources, not included in the PFE ;
ῌ To promote sound harvesting techniques and utilization of all forms of forest produce and to stimulate
the development of wood-based industries ; and
ῌ To undertake and support a comprehensive programme of forestry training.
In light of the UNCED Conference in +33,, the discussions and agreements reached within ITTO and new
research ﬁndings, both the National Forestry Policy and
the National Forestry Act of +32. were reviewed and
amended in +33, and +33- respectively.
The National Forestry Policy was revised to accommodate greater emphasis on environmental protection
and the conservation of biological diversity, and the
National Forestry Act +32. was amended to strengthen
its e#ectiveness in dealing with forest encroachment
and illegal logging. Thus the penalty for any forest
o#ence was increased from a maximum of RM +*,*** or
imprisonment for a term not exceeding - years, to a
maximum of RM /**,*** and imprisonment for up to ,*
years, and a mandatory imprisonment of at least one
year (Thang ,**,). Provision for the police and armed
forces to undertake surveillance of forestry activities
was incorporated in the new Act and this, together with
the sti#er penalties, has helped to curb illegal logging
and forestry encroachment.
+. , Forest charges
The Malaysian Timber Industry Board (MTIB) is the
statutory body responsible for administering federal
forest charges in Peninsular Malaysia. MTIB issues
export licenses, collects export taxes and acts as an
enforcement agency with limited police powers. In addi-
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tion, it is mandated to promote and improve trade, encourage the e#ective utilization of timber, promote e$cient timber processing techniques and provide technical advisory services. A portion of the revenue collected
by MTIB is used to ﬁnance on-going forest activities in
Peninsular Malaysia, both at the federal and state level,
including research needs.
The individual states also collect forest charges
through royalties, premiums and silvicultural cess. This
is coordinated by the Forest Rules under the various
State Forest Enactments. The silvicultural cess varies
between RM ,.2* to RM +* per m- (depending on the
state) of timber extracted and is retained by the State
Forestry Department. The silvicultural cess is used to
fund forest rehabilitation projects and for maintaining
the forests in the state. On the other hand, premiums
and royalties are collected and transferred to the State
Consolidated Account and are usually used by the State
to fund other developmental projects (i.e. non forestryrelated activities).
+. - National policy on biological diversity
In +332, the National Policy on Biodiversity (MOSTE,
+332) was formulated to protect Malaysia’s rich ﬂora and
fauna for the beneﬁt of present and future generations.
It aims to set the direction for Malaysia to implement
strategies, action plans and programmes on the conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable utilisation of biological resources. The policy’s mission is “to
conserve Malaysia’s biological diversity and to ensure
that its components are utilised in a sustainable manner
for the continued progress and socio-economic development of the nation”.
Conservation and sustainable utilisation of Malaysia’s
biological diversity are based on the following principles
and considerations :
a) The conservation ethic, including the inherent right
to existence of all living forms, which is deeply
rooted in the religious and cultural values of all
Malaysians ;
b) Biological diversity is a national heritage that must
be sustainably managed and wisely utilized today
and conserved for future generations ;
c) Biological resources are natural capital and their
conservation is an investment that will yield beneﬁts locally, nationally and globally for present and
future generations ;
d) The beneﬁts derived from the sustainable management of biological diversity will accrue, directly or
indirectly, throughout every sector of society ;
e) The sustainable management of biological diversity
is the responsibility of all sectors of society ;
f) It is the duty of the Government to formulate and
implement the policy framework for sustainable
management and utilization of biological diversity
in close cooperation with scientists, the business
community and the public ;
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g) The role of local communities in the conservation,
management and utilization of biological diversity
must be recognized and their rightful share of beneﬁts should be ensured ;
h) Issues in biological diversity transcend national
boundaries and Malaysia must continue to exercise
a proactive and constructive role in international
activities ;
i) The interdependence of nations on biological diversity and in the utilization of its components for the
well-being of mankind is recognized. International
cooperation and collaboration is vital for fair and
equitable sharing of biological resources, as well as
to ensure access to and transfer of relevant technology ;
j) Public awareness and education is essential for ensuring the conservation of biological diversity and
the sustainable utilisation of its components ; and
k) In the utilization of biological diversity, including
the development of biotechnology, the principles
and practice of bio-safety should be adhered to.
+. . Other legislation relating to forestry
The following is a list of other legislation which is of
relevance to the forestry sector :
ῌ Water Enactment Act +3-/
ῌ Land Conservation Act +30*
ῌ National Land Code +30/
ῌ National Forestry Act +32. (Act -+-)
ῌ Protection of Wild Life Act +31, (Act 10)
ῌ Malaysian Timber Industry Board Act +31ῌ Environmental Quality Act +31. (Act +,1)
ῌ Environmental Quality (Prescribed Activities)
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Order +321
ῌ National Park Act +32*
ῌ Malaysian Forestry Research and Development Act
+32/
ῌ Wood-based Industries (State Legislatures Competency) Act +32. (Act -+.)
The enforcement of these laws is expected to go a long
way towards the achievement of national objectives, as
they embody a vital change in the philosophy of forest
management, away from simply ensuring sustainable
yield to actively pursuing sustainable management
(Abdul Razak et al., ,**,). Henceforth, forest management will be judged not just on the basis of the forests’
capacity to produce output in perpetuity, but more so on
how the forests are managed to achieve the delicate
balance between their various functions. In the ,+st
century, the dictates of these varied functions will
assume greater importance, particularly those pertaining to environmental and conservation considerations.

,

Sustainable Forest Management
,. + Historical perspective of forest management
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, Malay-

sia has evolved a systematic and sustainable yield policy
with regards to the management of her forests. With the
establishment of the Forestry Department in +3*+, the
forests of Malaysia have been systematically managed
whereby ecologically and environmentally sound forest
conservation and management practices have been
developed to ensure forest renewal and sustained yield.
In the early +3,*s, forest management by Departmental Regeneration Improvement Felling (DRIF) was
aimed solely at improving the existing stock through
the removal of inferior species. However, with rising
demand for ﬁrewood and poles from the mining industries in the +3-*s, Commercial Regeneration Improvement Felling (CRIF) was introduced (Wyatt-Smith and
Panton, +33/). This involved a /-year regeneration
period coupled with several fellings.
A few years after the Paciﬁc War, Regeneration
Improving Felling (RIF) was discontinued because of the
increased demand for raw materials. This led to the
formulation of the Malayan Uniform System (MUS) in
+3.2, which consists of removing the mature crop in one
single felling of all trees down to ./ cm dbh for all
species. This is immediately followed by systematic
poisoning of unwanted species to release the natural
regeneration of selected saplings and seedlings (WyattSmith and Panton, +33/). The resulting crop becomes
more or less even-aged and contains a greater proportion
of commercial species.
The MUS however has been found to be unsuccessful
in hill dipterocarp forest. Consequently, the Selective
Management System (SMS) was introduced in +312 to
allow for a more ﬂexible timber harvesting regime
which is consistent with the need to safeguard the environment and at the same time take advantage of
demand in the timber market (Appanah and Weinland,
+33-).
Development of the Malaysian Criteria and Indicators
As a member of the International Tropical Timber
Organization (ITTO), Malaysia is fully committed to the
achievement of sustainable forest management. In this
respect, Malaysia has taken several measures to implement the ITTO guidelines for the sustainable management of natural tropical forests and its criteria for the
measurement of sustainable tropical forest management.
Towards this end, a National Committee on Sustainable
Forest Management was established in +33. under the
Ministry of Primary Industries to ensure that the
criteria, indicators and activities related to sustainable
forest management are put into operation. The National
Committee has formulated a total of 3, activities, based
on / criteria and ,1 indicators to implement the ITTO
criteria at the national level (Thang, ,**,). At the same
time, steps have also been taken to identify 2. activities
under 0 criteria and -* indicators at the forest management unit (FMU) level.
,. ,
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Peninsular Malaysia has also formulated +1* and +/*
standards of performance for each of the activities
identiﬁed at the national and FMU levels respectively.
Thang (,**,) reported that a subset of the MC&I
formulated at the FMU level were prescribed for forest
management certiﬁcation (1 criteria, /- indicators, +0,
activities and +., standards of performance).
These activities will be tested on the ground to establish their applicability. Institutional plans and capacity
building are currently being undertaken to monitor the
implementation of all these activities to be carried out at
the state and FMU level. A Technical Monitoring Committee (TMC) has been established by the Forestry Department of Peninsular Malaysia to monitor the implementation of all the activities undertaken by each
State Forestry Department in Peninsular Malaysia.
,. - The forest resource base
To achieve SFM, Malaysia has committed to maintain
at least /* per cent of her land area under forest cover.
With a total land area of -,.3 million hectares, the natural forest base currently stands at +2.3 million hectares.
Out of this, a total of +..+ million hectares of natural
forests have been designated as Permanent Forest
Estate (PFE) which will be permanently managed to
ensure that the proper balance between various functions, such as production, protection, social and educational objectives, will be achieved. In addition -.-3 million hectares have been allocated for protection forests
in the form of national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and
nature reserves. These protective areas bear testimony
to Malaysia’s commitment to the maintenance of suitable habitats for fauna and ﬂora to ensure the preservation of bio-diversity.
In the PFE designated as Production Forests, commercial logging is undertaken on a rotational cycle, under a
sustained yield management system. Only a few mature
trees (1 to +, trees per hectare) are marked for felling at
each harvesting cycle, thus giving the logged over area
time for recovery and regeneration before the subsequent round (Thang, ,**,). Under this selective logging
system, Malaysian forests have the ability to return to
their former eco-balance, thereby allowing for better
biological functioning of the forests.
Besides the natural forest base, Malaysia has also established a total of *.+1 million hectares of forest plantations as well as ..2 million hectares of agricultural tree
crops, which are similar to re-a#orested land. These
forest and tree crop plantations play an integral part of
sustainable forest management as they represent an important alternative source of renewable timber and ﬁbre
materials, which can contribute to reducing the pressures on natural forests. Taking these plantations into
consideration, the total area under tree cover in Malaysia is estimated to be ,-.20 hectares or 1,.0 per cent of the
total land area.
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,. . Forest concessions
In Peninsular Malaysia, concessions are categorized by
size, each with its own length of tenure. Concessions
between *-+*** hectares are allocated for +-, years ;
+,**+-,*** hectare concessions are allocated for +-/ years
; ,,**+-,*,*** hectares are allocated for +*--* years ; and
those exceeding ,*,**+ hectares are allocated for ,*--*
years. The federal government recognizes that longer
agreements provide an incentive for concessionaires to
engage in SFM and is keen to encourage the adoption of
longer concession agreements. In +331, the State Government of Sabah introduced the Sustainable Forest Management License Agreement (SFMLA) which provides
the right to ‘plant, rehabilitate and harvest forest under
principles of SFM for a time period of +** years in a
certain Forest Reserve’ of approximately +**,*** hectares (Woon ,**,). A total of +/ SFMLA were awarded
initially. In Sarawak all agreements are for ,/ years.
The Federal Government also encourages state forest
authorities to allocate concessions to those with a longterm interest in the timber industry. This policy is to
encourage companies to move into downstream activities and processes.
On a similar note, Malaysia places increasing emphasis
on reforestation in order to rehabilitate degraded land.
Areas of forest land that have been deforested or degraded by inappropriate logging practices, shifting cultivation, repeated burning and other human disturbances
will be rehabilitated. Transforming degraded forest
lands into rehabilitated forests o#ers many beneﬁts, but
faces serious practical and institutional constraints.
Knowledge and experience of rehabilitation are still limited, and its needs are inadequately addressed in forest
policy, planning and management.
,. / Availability of rubberwood
Malaysia has made tremendous progress in utilizing
rubberwood since the late seventies. The export value of
wooden furniture increased from a mere RM +,* million
in +322 to more than RM . billion in ,**,. It has been
estimated that 2* per cent of the wooden furniture exported from Malaysia is made of rubberwood. Norini et
al. (,**+) reported that there were ,3* mills engaged in
processing rubberwood logs in ,*** as compared to +,2
mills in +33.. With such a rapid growth in this sector,
there is now a concern that in the near future there will
be a shortage in rubberwood sawn timber supply to
meet the industry’s demand.
A major factor that gives rise to this concern is the
decreasing rate of rubber replanting carried out by
smallholders. As rubber trees are generally felled for
replanting after ,/ years (considered as the economic life
span for latex production) the decreasing area replanted
with rubber is a major cause of concern. This is further
compounded by the preference of planters both at the
estate and smallholding level to switch from rubber to
oil palm as the latter provides a better return. The total
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Fig. +

Potential availability of rubberwood sawn timber, Peninsular Malaysia (,***ῌ,*+1).
Source : Norini et al. (,***).

area planted with rubber in Malaysia decreased from ,.*
million hectares in +32* to +.. million hectares in ,***.
Norini et al. (,**+) projected the trends of rubberwood
sawn timber availability for the period ,*** to ,*+1
(Figure +) in Peninsular Malaysia. The trend ﬂuctuates
between *./3 million m- to ,.* million m-. The lowest
level is projected to be in ,**/ and ,**0, when respectively only /3*,*** m- and 0/*,*** m- of rubberwood sawn
timber will be available for further processing. The
projected demand for rubberwood sawn timber is estimated to be +./3 million m- (,3* processing mills) for
those two years. This means that a shortage will occur
and wooden furniture manufacturers, whose staple raw
material is rubberwood, will be adversely a#ected.
The government has started to encourage the private
sector to invest in rubber forest plantation. One of the
objectives stated in the National Agricultural Policy
(NAP, +33,-,*+*) is to increase the area under rubber
through rubber forest plantation. However, Woon and
Norini (,***) estimated that to get a +* per cent return
(internal rate of return, IRR) from rubber forest plantation the price of rubberwood logs should be at least RM
+02 per m-. Given the current rate of RM 3* per m-,
investment in rubber forest plantation would not be
attractive. The Malaysian Government has taken steps
to provide better incentives through the Pioneer Status
(PS) and Investment Tax Allowance (ITA) schemes, introduced through the Promotion of Investment Act
(PIA) +320.
Nonetheless, despite the introduction of PS and ITA,
rubber forest plantations remain ﬁnancially unattractive since they only yield a return after +/ years at the
earliest. This inherent cash ﬂow issue makes them problematic. Woon (,**,) reported that the Malaysian Government is willing to consider giving better incentives to
forest plantation investment on a case by case basis. It is
too early to assess whether this will be e#ective.
Another option that could be taken is to encourage the
furniture industry to use other alternative species, but

this will take time and market acceptance from the
major markets is still uncertain.
Currently, most rubber smallholdings are located in
isolated areas and are of limited area, making it uneconomical to harvest the rubber trees. E#orts have
been made by the Rubber Industry Smallholders Development Authority (RISDA) to organize rubber smallholdings within an area to carry out replantings at the
same time. This will provide the economy of scale
required for harvesting and transporting the logs to the
mills. Furthermore, RISDA has taken steps to set up
long term agreements with furniture manufacturers to
guarantee a continuous ﬂow of rubberwood log supply.
The Malaysian Government is also looking into
developing policy which encourages the industry to use
larger rubberwood logs for sawn timber conversion
only. The smaller logs or branches (+* cm diameter and
below) could be used by Medium Density Fibreboard
(MDF) manufacturers. In this way, there will be less
competition for the limited supply of large rubberwood
logs and thereby help ensure that furniture manufacturers have an adequate supply of raw material.

-

Forest and timber certiﬁcation

Thang (,**,) reported that in mid-+330, a pilot study
on timber certiﬁcation using the MC & I for certifying
three FMUs in Peninsular Malaysia was initiated under
the Malaysia-Netherlands Joint-Working Group. This
was done to enable the ‘certiﬁed’ timber products to
enter the Keurhout Hallmark Programme implemented
in the Netherlands. SGS (Societe Generale de Surveillance) Malaysia was appointed to undertake the study.
Further study was initiated in +333 when Malaysia adopted the revised MC & I. As of ,2th February ,**+, a
total of 31,2-2 m- of certiﬁed sawn timber had been exported to the Dutch market. As of -+st December ,***, a
total of .1 companies in Peninsular Malaysia had been
awarded Chain-of-Custody Certiﬁcates by SGS (Thang,
,**,).
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Recognizing the need to implement timber certiﬁcation as a means to encourage and ensure SFM, the
Malaysian Government established the Malaysian
Timber Certiﬁcation Council (MTCC) in +332. The MTCC
operates as a non-proﬁt organisation and as an independent national certifying and accrediting body.
In October ,**+, the MTCC certiﬁcation scheme commenced operations using a phased approach. The
phased approach provides an avenue for credible
scheme a certain time period to meet all the requirements that are stipulated in certain internationally accepted scheme. The current status is that a certiﬁcation
scheme is rejected outright even though only minor
requirements are not met. The standard currently used
for assessing FMUs are the MC & I developed by the
Forestry Department of Peninsular Malaysia. As of -+st
December ,**,, the MTCC had certiﬁed three FMUs
(Pahang, Selangor and Terengganu) and issued certiﬁcates for Chain-of-Custody to +0 companies in Malaysia
(Thang, ,**,).
The MTCC is currently in the process of developing a
set of standards which is compatible with the Principles
and Criteria (P&C) of the Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC). In addition, a multi-stakeholder National Steering
Committee (NSC) is currently revising the MC & I to
make them compatible with the FSC P & C. A National
Working Group (NWG) has been established to formulate a standard for submission to the FSC for endorsement (Chew, ,**,).
In a recent development (late ,**,), the MTCC has
been admitted as a member of the Pan-European Forest
Certiﬁcation (PEFCC) Council. MTCC intends to submit
its scheme for PEFCC endorsement soon. As the European market is a major market for Malaysian timber products, the application for PEFCC endorsement should
help Malaysia maintain or even expand its business in
the European market.
On the ASEAN front, Malaysia is pushing for a PanTable -
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ASEAN forest certiﬁcation scheme. A working group
has been established to look into the matter and the
working group held it ﬁrst meeting in late ,**,.

.

The wood-based industries

The wood-based industries have developed from a
primary processing industry (sawmilling and plywood
mills) into a diversiﬁed value-added industry (with products including furniture, builder’s carpentry and joinery
[BCJ] materials and engineered wood products such as
medium density ﬁbreboard [MDF] and particleboard).
Rajoo (,**,) reported that in ,**+ there were a total of
+,*33 sawmills, +/0 veneer and plywood mills, +. MDF, +/
particleboard and over ,-** furniture, joinery, moulding
and other woodworking plants in Malaysia (Table +).
Historical development of the forestry- and
forest-based industries
The development of both the forestry- and forestbased industries (FBIs) in Malaysia, started as early as
+3**. The early development involved mainly primary
activities, such as logging, sawmillling and plywood/
veneer production. The basic products, such as sawn
timber and plywood/veneer, were mostly consumed locally rather than exported. It was only in +3/3 that
forestry and FBIs started to expand as the Malaysian
Government placed more emphasis on the manufacturing sector.
At that time, sawing in sawmills was mainly carried
out with handsaws. According to Ho et al. (,***), mechanization of sawmilling took place only in +3-,, though
handsaws were not fully replaced until after +3.0. It was
only after the Second World War that band-sawing technology was introduced in Malaysia. Today, the technology in sawmills involves a breakdown saw, with either a
semiautomatic or a fully automatic carriage. A team of
four, consisting of a kepala or chief sawyer, an assistant
chief sawyer and two assistants, is the common set-up in
.. +

Numbers of selected forest-based industries in Peninsular Malaysia.
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Table ,

Number of selected forest-based industries in Peninsular Malaysia.

small sawmills, especially in Peninsular Malaysia. However, big sawmills with high paid-up capital can now
a#ord to have a semi-automatic carriage or even fully
automatic sawing, operated by a single operator (Norini,
,***). Because of the timber-supply problem, an automatic sawing process is more commonly found in Sabah
and Sarawak than in Peninsular Malaysia.
Development before and after the Industrial
Master Plan + (+320-+33/) and Plan , (+330-,**/)
To ensure the development of the manufacturing
sector in general and of forestry and FBIs in particular,
the Investment Incentive Act was introduced in +302.
Under this act, all sectors involved with manufacturing
activities were given a variety of incentives, such as
export allowances, investment tax credits and others.
This method of industrial extension was called the aggressive export strategy (AES). Another important
strategy, termed Free Zones (FZ), was introduced in +31+.
It was during this period that plywood/veneer mills
started to expand. O$cial records indicate that plywood/veneer mills were established in the early +30*s
and Ho et al. (,***) claim that plywood/veneer mills
today, especially in Peninsular Malaysia, are outdated in
terms of technology, i.e. they are equipped with machinery suitable only for peeling large-diameter logs. In
addition, veneer grading, sorting and patching are done
manually (Ho et al. ,***). On the other hand, moulding
mills were predominantly established in or after +30/
and underwent expansion in the +32*s. This stage of
development, i.e. the introduction of new plants such as
moulding mills, indirectly indicates a shift from primary
to secondary processing.
With regard to furniture, a small number of family
owned companies are known to have started their operations in the +32*s. These furniture mills were small and
employed fewer than /* workers. Unlike other FBIs,
such as plywood/veneer mills, output from furniture
makers at that time was tailored more for domestic
consumption. It was only in +33. that furniture mills
started to make an impact when, for the ﬁrst time in
Malaysian history, their export earnings climbed as high
as RM +.. billion. The excellent performance of the
furniture mills in the last two decades has been mainly
due to the successful introduction of rubberwood as a
raw material. The acceptance of rubberwood furniture

worldwide further encouraged interest in planting
rubber trees as a forest plantation species.
The particleboard and medium-density ﬁbreboard
(MDF) industries have also made substantial contributions in terms of export earnings lately. The two
strategies mentioned in the preceding paragraphs have
attracted many large multinational companies to establish export-oriented operations in Malaysia.
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.. - Industrial Master Plan + (+320-+33/)
Another package of incentives, instituted through the
Promotion Investment Act (PIA), was introduced in +320.
Under this act, foreign investors were allowed to have
up to a +** per cent share of equity in any newly established company (Malaysian Industrial Development Authority +320). To further encourage the development of
the manufacturing industries in general, the Industrial
Master Plan + (IMP+) was introduced, which covered the
period +320 to +33/. Twelve sub-sectors were identiﬁed
as having potential for development. These include
seven resource-based industries (rubber products, palmoil products, food processing, wood-based/forest-based
products, chemicals and petrochemicals, nonferrous
metal products and nonmetallic mineral products) and
ﬁve non-resource-based industries (electrical and electronics, transport equipment, machinery and engineering products, iron and steel and textiles/apparel).
.. -. + Number of FBIs under IMP+
Table , indicates that the number of secondary and
tertiary processing mills, especially in furniture production, has increased over the past two decades. Stated
di#erently, it is no exaggeration to say that the
strategies contained in IMP+ have successfully changed
the structure of the Malaysian economy from producing
solely primary products to producing high value-added
products.
.. . The Industrial Master Plan , (+330-,**/)
A slightly di#erent approach has been adopted in the
IMP,. In fact, the so-called cluster approach of the IMP
, is seen as another step towards strengthening the
growth not only of the manufacturing sector but also of
existing supporting industries, including the services
sector. Indeed, along with the manufacturing sector, the
services sector has been identiﬁed as the next engine of
growth for the Malaysian economy.
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.. .. + Number of FBIs under the IMP,
The log-deﬁcit situation does not seem to have had a
substantial impact on the FBIs in Peninsular Malaysia
from the perspective of the number of registered mills,
excluding sawmills. In fact, the number of plywood/
veneer mills decreased by only two mills between +332
and ,***, whereas the number of sawmills declined from
1++ in +331 to 001 in ,*** (Table -). The number of
sawmills is expected to have decreased further to 00* in
,**+ (FDPM, ,**+). Of the 001 mills registered in ,***,
only .33 were in operation, i.e. more than ,/ per cent had
to cease their operations because of the problem of
timber supply.
In fact, positive developments in terms of the numbers
of FBIs have been observed for the last +1 years, especially for industries like furniture, moulding and MDF. For
instance, the number of export-oriented furniture
factories increased from a mere // in +32* to /-* in +330,
an almost nine-fold increase. A similar development was
observed for other industries, such as parquet and MDF,
though their numbers do not show such dramatic increases.

Table -

.. / Foreign direct investment
Table . indicates the importance of foreign direct investment (FDI) in supporting the development of the
FBIs for the last +* years. Clearly, the share of FDI in FBI
projects over the +*-year period was as substantial as
local investment. Of the RM +-.+ billion capital investment over the last +* years, the FDI share was RM ..3
billion, i.e. approximately -1 per cent of the total investment. Probably what interested the public most during
the ten-year period since +33*, was the potential employment created by the newly approved projects. With a
total of 3-1 projects approved, the potential employment
created was +12,10* jobs (Table .).
The largest investment over the last +* years has been
in the plywood/veneer industry (Table /). This is
followed by moulding and furniture, which have individually attracted total investments of RM , billion and
almost RM , billion, respectively. The plywood/veneer
industry, in the context of investment, includes both
hardboard and particleboard mills. Even though these
two types of mill are treated together, their outputs are
not measurably di#erent from that of plywood/veneer
as a whole. On the other hand, moulding includes planing mills, window and door mills and joinery works,

Numbers of selected forest-based industries in Peninsular Malaysia.

Table .
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Total approved FBI projects in Malaysia, +33*-August ,***.
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Table /

Breakdown of approved FBI projects in Malaysia, +33*-August ,***.

Table 0

Export of major timber products by Malaysia in ,**+.

whereas other related industries include prefabricated
wooden houses, other wood products, wooden and cane
containers and small cane ware, and wood and cork
products not classiﬁed elsewhere. A high total investment in the furniture industry indicates a positive move
towards more high value-added products.

/

The timber trade

Malaysia has beneﬁted signiﬁcantly from forestry activities, particularly in terms of income generation and
employment creation. In ,**+, the export value of wood
and wood-based products was RM +..- billion (Table 0)
or ..- per cent of the country’s total export value (-.. per
cent of GDP). In the same year, employment created in
the forestry sector in Malaysia totaled --1,*** jobs (Ministry of Primary Industries, Malaysia, ,**+).
/. + Export of logs and veneer logs
The decrease in export earnings in ,**+ was partially
due to the lower volume of logs extracted from the
forest. Table 1 indicates that log production over the
past twelve years has decreased as the area opened up
for logging activity has declined. For example, Peninsular Malaysia has scaled down log production from +,.2
million m- in +33* to / million m- in the ﬁve years since

+332. A similar trend of log production is also observed
for the state of Sabah.
Malaysia is the world’s third largest producer of nonconiferous (NC) logs and veneer logs in the Asian region,
after China and Indonesia. FAO statistics indicate that
the production of logs and veneer logs from Malaysia
was -. million m- in +330 and declined to ,* million m- in
+332 and +333 (Table 2). The production ﬁgures recorded
by the Ministry of Primary Industries, Malaysia, di#er
from the statistics published by FAO because the former
quoted ﬁgures for industrial round wood in the rough,
whereas the latter refer only to logs and veneer logs.
The production of logs and veneer logs from China was
almost ,,., million m- in +330 and +3.3 million m- in +333
(FAO, ,**+a). Among the Association of the South-East
Asian Nations (ASEAN), Malaysia is almost on a par
with Indonesia in terms of production, whereas the other
nations are now net importers.
Malaysia is one of the three leading world exporters of
industrial round wood in the rough, the other two being
Gabon and Papua New Guinea. The term industrial
round wood in the rough includes logs and veneer logs,
pulpwood round and split, and other industrial round
wood. In +332 alone, Malaysia exported more than /./
million m- (,/.2 per cent of the total production) and
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Table 3

Table 1

Production of logs in Malaysia, +33*ῌ,*** (in thousands of m-).

Table 2

World production of logs and veneer logs (NC) (in million m-).

The three leading producing and consuming countries of industrial round wood
in the rough (NC), +332 (in thousands of m-).
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Table +*

The three leading producing and consuming countries of industrial round wood in the
rough (NC), +333 (in thousands of m-).

Table ++

Production of sawn timber in Malaysia, +33*ῌ,*** (in thousands of m-).

almost 1 million m- in +333 (-,.+ per cent of the total
production) of industrial round wood in the rough
(Table 3 and Table +*). Of the /./ million m- exported,
more than / million m- was from Sarawak and the
balance of /11 thousand m- was from Sabah (MTC, ,**,).
This indirectly indicates that exporting primary products such as logs is still an important activity in those
two States. A similar situation was also observed in
+333.
The volume of industrial round wood in the rough
exported from Malaysia formed more than -2.1 per cent
and .,.+ per cent of the total world export in +332 and
+333, respectively (Table 3). Hence, Malaysia’s share of
the world export market of industrial round wood in the
rough has been growing yearly.
China, Japan and India are the major importers of
industrial round wood. China imported more than ..+
million m- in +332 and /.. million m- in +333 (Tables 3 and
+*). On the other hand, Japan imported more than -..
million m- in +332 and -./ million m- in +333. The total
volume of imports by China, Japan and India constituted about 0,.. per cent and 0,.1 per cent of the total
industrial round wood in the rough consumed by the
world in +332 and +333, respectively.
Considering the production of industrial round wood
in the rough from the perspective of total forest area
availability in these three countries, it is unlikely that
Malaysia can sustain its role as the world’s leading exporter. Gabon, the second leading producer of round

wood in the rough, not only has a larger forest area but
also a greater volume of timber per hectare of forest.
Gabon had a total forest area of ,+.2 million hectares and
a wood volume of +,2 m- per hectare in ,***, whereas
Papua New Guinea had -*.0 million hectares of forests
and a wood volume of -. m- per hectare that same year
(FAO, ,**+b).
/. , Export of sawn timber
Table ++ indicates that the production of sawn timber
in Malaysia has declined throughout the nineties from
more than 3.+ million m- in +33*, to around . to / million
m- from +332 onwards. The volume of production is
closely related to the amount of logs processed, as well
as the recovery rate of individual species.
Table +, gives the amount of sawn timber allocated
for domestic processing in the period +333 to ,***. In
earlier years, more than /* per cent of the sawn timber
produced was destined for export. It was only in +330
that the proportion of export relative to local consumption began to change. From /1.1 per cent in +33*, the
percentage of export declined to .2.2 per cent and .+.3
per cent in +330 and +331, respectively (Table +,). Nonetheless, such a high dependence on the export of primary
products indirectly indicates that the FBIs in Malaysia
are still doing a lot of primary processing.
On the international front, Malaysia was ahead of
Indonesia in terms of sawn timber production between
+330 and +333 (Table +-). Malaysia holds a reasonable
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Table +,

Production versus export of sawn timber in Malaysia, +33*ῌ,***.

Table +-

Table +.
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World production of sawn timber (NC) (in million m-).

The three leading sawn timber-producing and consuming countries (NC) in +332.

share of the total world export of sawn timber, although
lately the percentage has declined somewhat. Besides
Malaysia and Indonesia, the production of sawn timber
from other ASEAN member countries does not have a
signiﬁcant impact on the world trade.
Table +. and Table +/ indicate that Malaysia was one
of the leading exporters of sawn timber (NC), besides the
USA and Canada, in +332 and +333. On the other hand,
countries like China, Italy and the USA are classiﬁed as
major world importers of sawn timber. For instance,

China imported more than ,./ million m- and slightly
more than ,.* million m- in +332 and +333 respectively,
whereas Italy, as the second most important consumer of
sawn timber, imported about ,.* million m- and -3*,***
m- in +332 and +333, respectively.
/. - Export of plywood/veneer
Like other timber products, the production of plywood/veneer from Malaysia has experienced both
upward and downward trends. In the early +33*s, Penin-
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Table +/

The three leading sawn timber-producing and consuming countries (NC) in +333.

Table +0

Production of plywood/veneer in Malaysia, +33*ῌ,*** (in m-).

Table +1

World production of plywood (in million m-).

sular Malaysia took the lead with a production level of
more than +.-0 million m- (.*.1 per cent of the total
production) in +33, (Table +0). Sabah and Sarawak
followed with +., million m- and 1/2,*** m- in +33,, respectively.
Sabah and Sarawak soon became important producers
as timber resources became scarce in the Peninsula.
With a plentiful timber resource, Sarawak, which was
once a minor producer, has exported the highest volume
of plywood/veneer since +331. If the production of plywood and veneer are treated individually, the share of
both plywood and veneer have shown upward and

downward trends. For instance, the share of plywood
production was 12.1 per cent in +33*, compared to 0+..
per cent and 2* per cent in +33/ and ,***, respectively
(Malaysia, Ministry of Primary Industries ,**+). Of the
... million m- of plywood produced in ,***, Sarawak
accounted for some ,.2 million m-, whereas production in
Sabah and Peninsular Malaysia was + million m- and
/1+,*** m-, respectively.
Indonesia was the largest producer, with more than ../
million m- of plywood production in +333, followed closely by Malaysia with -.3 million m- of plywood production that same year (Table +1). The world production of
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Table +2

The three leading plywood-producing and consuming countries in +332.

Table +3

The three leading plywood-producing and consuming countries in +333.

Table ,*
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Production of mouldings in Malaysia, +33*ῌ,*** (in m-).

plywood has decreased since +332. The decline in plywood production has been attributed mainly to the reduction in supply from Indonesia, from 3.0 million m- in
+331 to ../ million m- in +333 - a reduction of more than /*
per cent. The Asian economic turmoil of late +331 has in
a way a#ected all of the ASEAN producers because
buyers of plywood were mainly from Asia. A similar
situation is true for Malaysia, although the reduction in
supply was somewhat smaller.
Besides Indonesia and Malaysia, China was also
categorized as one of the major world exporters of plywood in +332 and +333. Of the total +2.- million m- of
plywood exported in +332, Indonesia contributed about
.*.0 per cent, and Malaysia and China individually contributed +3.2 per cent and almost ..0 per cent, respectively (Table +2). The trend for exporters was similar for
+333, except that the percentage share of particular nations declined (Table +3). The FAO (,**+a) listed Japan,
China and the USA as major importers of plywood in
+332 and +333. Besides being leading world producers,
China and the USA were also categorized as leading

importers. However, Japan imported more than -.3 million m- in +332 and almost ..3 million m- in +333 to
support growing domestic demand (Tables +2 and Table
+3). Of the total volume of plywood produced in Malaysia, only 1.1 per cent and +/.. per cent were consumed
locally in +332 and +333, respectively.
/. . Export of mouldings
The moulding industry is doing reasonably well compared with other FBIs, even though the production is not
as substantial as that of sawn timber or plywood/
veneer. The production of mouldings continued to increase throughout the +33*s. In fact, the moulding industry experienced a record high production of more than
1+/,*** m- in ,*** (Ministry of Primary Industries, Malaysia ,**+). Of this total, about .+1,*** m- came from Peninsular Malaysia ; the balance was made up of almost
,10,*** m- and ,-,*** m- from Sabah and Sarawak, respectively (Table ,*).
Export earnings recorded in Malaysian Ringgit for the
past +* years (i.e. from +33* to ,***) indicated that ex-
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Table ,+

Table ,,

Export of mouldings from Malaysia, +33*ῌ,***.

Export of wooden and rattan furniture from Malaysia, +33*ῌ,*** (RM).

ports are increasing. Export earnings were a#ected
slightly by the economic turmoil in late +331, declining
by ..1 per cent over +330. However, the demand for
mouldings started to improve by +333 and ,***, with
total export earnings reaching RM 2,/ million and RM
23/ million, respectively (Table ,+).
Japan is still the major buyer, followed by the USA
and Australia. The value of exports to Japan was almost
RM ,,* million in ,***. Japan’s share is estimated to
have increased from ,..0 per cent in ,*** to -*./ per cent
in ,**+ (Ministry of Primary Industries, Malaysia, ,**+).
/. / Export of furniture
The development of the furniture industry in Malaysia, especially in the Peninsula, has been largely dependent on the growth in use of rubberwood. Its cream-white
color, which is easily stained, has made it readily acceptable in the international market, especially in Japan.
With a substantial quantity of rubberwood generated as
a by-product of the replanting programme, the furniture
and furniture components sector has expanded over the
years. However, with a shift in areas planted from
rubber to oil palm, coupled with a decrease in the area
planted with rubber trees and increasing demands from
other users, the deﬁcit situation is expected to be serious
in the future (Ismariah and Norini, +33. ; Norini et al.,
,**+). Unless some form of regulation as to the use of
rubberwood is introduced, the existing competition may

force the furniture industry to search for alternative
species. The trends of wooden and rattan furniture
exports are shown in Table ,,.
The USA and Japan are the two most important importers of Malaysian furniture. Together, the two countries imported about /+.1 per cent and /+.+ per cent of the
total furniture exported in +333 and ,***, respectively
(Table ,-). Individually, the percentage share of the
USA dropped by almost -.- per cent from +333 to ,***.
The decrease in the USA’s demand was due to the
marked slowdown in the economy. A similar situation is
also discernible with regard to Japan’s demand (Table
,-).

0

Conclusion

Malaysia has been successful in the development of its
forestry and forest-based industries in the last few
decades. This success has been guided by a set of
well-formulated forest policies and industrial development plans. The commitment towards achieving sustainable forest management (SFM) has lead to the formulation of the Malaysian criteria and indicators (MC &
I) and the subsequent establishment of the Malaysian
Timber Certiﬁcation Council (MTCC). Recognizing the
important role of the forest in providing environmental
and ecological services to mankind, the Malaysian National Policy on Biological Diversity was formulated in
+332. In the near future, most of the natural forests will
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Export of wooden furniture from Malaysia to major destinations (RM million).

be managed for their environmental and ecological services (such as for water, soil erosion control, wildlife
conservation and others).
Raw material supply for the wood-based industries
will be produced from forest plantations and agricultural waste products derived from the plantation sector (e.g.
oil palm trunks, empty fruit bunches). To encourage the
development of forest plantations, the government is
reviewing the e#ectiveness of the current ﬁscal incentive package given to investors. The trend will increasingly be towards policies that are friendly to the environmental and ecological functions of the forest.
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